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Analysis of matched case-control studies

Neil Pearce1,2

There are two common misconceptions about case-control studies: that matching in itself eliminates (controls) confounding by the matching factors, and that if matching has been performed, then a “matched analysis” is required. However, matching in a case-control study does not control for confounding by the matching factors; in fact it can introduce confounding by the matching factors even when it did not exist in the source population. Thus, a matched design may require controlling for the matching factors in the analysis. However, it is not the case that a matched design requires a matched analysis. Provided that there are no problems of sparse data, control for the matching factors can be obtained, with no loss of validity and a possible increase in precision, using a “standard” (unconditional) analysis, and a “matched” (conditional) analysis may not be required or appropriate.

Matching on factors such as age and sex is commonly used in case-control studies.1 This can be done for convenience (eg, choosing a control admitted to hospital on the same day as the case), to improve study efficiency by improving precision (under certain conditions) when controlling for the matching factors (eg, age, sex) in the analysis, or to enable control in the analysis of unquantifiable factors such as neighbourhood characteristics (eg, by choosing neighbours as controls and then controlling for neighbourhood in the analysis). The increase in efficiency occurs because it ensures similar numbers of cases and controls in confounder strata. For example, in a study of lung cancer, if controls are sampled at random from the source population, their age distribution will be much younger than that of the lung cancer cases. Thus, when age is controlled in the analysis, the young age stratum may contain mostly controls and few cases, whereas the old age stratum may contain mostly cases and fewer controls. Thus, statistical precision may be improved if controls are age matched to ensure roughly equal numbers of cases and controls in each age stratum.

There are two common misconceptions about case-control studies: that matching in itself eliminates confounding by the matching factors; and that if matching has been performed, then a “matched analysis” is required. However, matching in the design does not control for confounding by the matching factors. In fact, it can introduce confounding by the matching factors even when it did not exist in the source population.1 The reasons for this are complex and will only be discussed briefly here. In essence, the matching process makes the controls more similar to the cases not only for the matching factors but also for the exposure itself. This introduces a bias that needs to be controlled in the analysis. For example, suppose we were conducting a case-control study of poverty and death (from any cause), and we chose siblings as controls (that is, for each person who died, we matched on family or residence by choosing a sibling who was still alive as a control). In this situation, since poverty runs in families we would tend to select a disadvantaged control for each disadvantaged person who had died and a wealthy control for each wealthy person who had died. We would find roughly equal percentages of disadvantaged people among the cases and controls, and we would find little association between poverty and mortality. The matching has introduced a bias, which fortunately (as we will illustrate) can be controlled by controlling for the matching factor in the analysis.

Thus, a matched design will (almost always) require controlling for the matching factors in the analysis. However, this does not necessarily mean that a matched analysis is required or appropriate, and it will often be sufficient to control for the matching factors using simpler methods. Although this is well recognised in both recent2 3 and historical4 5 texts, other texts6-9 do not discuss this issue and present the matched analysis as the only option for analysing matched case-control studies. In fact, the more standard analysis may not only be valid but may be much easier in practice, and yield better statistical precision.

In this paper I explore and illustrate these problems using a hypothetical pair matched case-control study.

Options for analysing case-control studies

Unmatched case-control studies are typically analysed using the Mantel-Haenszel method10 or unconditional
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The main reason for using conditional (rather than unconditional) logistic regression is that when the analysis strata are very small (eg, with just one case and one control for each stratum), problems of sparse data will occur with unconditional methods. For example, if there are 100 strata, this requires 99 dummy variables to represent them, even though there are only 200 study participants. In this extreme situation, unconditional logistic regression is biased and produces an odds ratio estimate that is the square of the conditional (true) estimate of the odds ratio.

Example of age matching
Table 1 gives an example of age matching in a population based case-control study, and shows the “true” findings for the total population, the findings for the corresponding unmatched case-control study, and the findings for an age matched case-control study using the standard analysis. Table 2 presents the findings for the same age matched case-control study using the matched analysis. All analyses were performed using the Mantel-Haenszel method, but this yields similar results to the corresponding (unconditional or conditional) logistic regression analyses.

Table 1 shows that the crude odds ratio in the total population is 0.86 (0.70 to 1.05), but this changes to 2.00 (1.59 to 2.51) when the analysis is adjusted for age (using the Mantel-Haenszel method). This occurs because there is strong confounding by age—the cases are mostly old, and old people have a lower exposure than young people. Overall, there are 390 cases, and when 390 controls are selected at random from the non-cases in the total population (which is half exposed and half not exposed), this yields the same crude (0.86) and adjusted (2.00) odds ratios, but with wider confidence intervals, reflecting the smaller numbers of non-cases (controls) in the case-control study.

Why matching factors need to be controlled in the analysis
Now suppose that we reconduct the case-control study, matching for age, using two very broad age groups: old and young (table 1). The number of cases and controls in each age group are now equal. However, the crude odds ratio (1.68, 1.25 to 2.24) is different from both the crude (0.86) and the adjusted (2.00) odds ratios in

logistic regression. The former involves the familiar method of producing a 2×2 (exposure-disease) stratum for each level of the confounder (eg, if there are five age groups and two sex groups, then there will be 10 2×2 tables, each showing the association between exposure and disease within a particular stratum), and then producing a summary (average) effect across the strata. The Mantel-Haenszel estimates are robust and not affected by small numbers in specific strata (provided that the overall numbers of exposed or non-exposed cases or controls are adequate), although it can be difficult or impossible to control for factors other than the matching factors if some strata involve small numbers (eg, just one case and one control). Furthermore, the Mantel-Haenszel approach works well when there are only a few confounder strata, but will experience problems of small numbers (eg, strata with only cases and no controls) if there are too many confounders to adjust for. In this situation, logistic regression may be preferred, since this uses maximum likelihood methods, which enable the adjustment (given certain assumptions) of more confounders.

Suppose that for each case we have chosen a control who is in the same five year age group (eg, if the case is aged 47 years, then a control is chosen who is aged 45-49 years). We can then perform a standard analysis, which adjusts for the matching factor (age group) by grouping all cases and controls into five year age groups and using unconditional logistic regression (or the Mantel-Haenszel method); if there are eight age groups then this analysis will just have eight strata (represented by seven age group dummy variables), each with multiple cases and controls. Alternatively we can perform a matched analysis (that is, retaining the pair matching of one control for each case) using conditional logistic regression (or the matched data methods, which are equivalent to the Mantel-Haenszel method); if there are 100 case-control pairs, this analysis will then have 100 strata.

Table 2  | Hypothetical matched case-control study with matched analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Control</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exposed</td>
<td>Not exposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case exposed</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>2.00 (1.40 to 2.89)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case not exposed</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>162</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the total population. In contrast, the adjusted odds ratio (2.00) is the same as that in the total population and in the unmatched case-control study (both of these adjusted odds ratios were estimated using the standard approach). Thus, matching has not removed age confounding and it is still necessary to control for age (this occurs because the matching process in a case-control study changes the association between the matching factor and the outcome and can create an association even if there were none before the matching was conducted). However, there is a small increase in precision in the matched case-control study compared with the unmatched case-control studies (95% confidence intervals of 1.42 to 2.81 compared with 1.38 to 2.89) because there are now equal numbers of cases and controls in each age group (table 1).

A pair matched study does not necessarily require a pair matched analysis

However, control for simple matching factors such as age does not require a pair matched analysis. Table 2 gives the findings that would have been obtained from a pair matched analysis (this is created by assuming that in each age group, and for each case, the control was selected at random from all non-cases in the same age group). The standard adjusted (Mantel-Haenszel) analysis (table 1) yields an odds ratio of 2.00 (95% confidence interval 1.42 to 2.81); the matched analysis (table 2) yields the same odds ratio (2.00) but with a slightly wider confidence interval (1.40 to 2.89).

Advantages of the standard analysis

So for many matched case-control studies, we have a choice of doing a standard analysis or a matched analysis. In this situation, there are several possible advantages of using the standard approach.

The standard analysis can actually yield slightly better statistical precision. This may apply, for example, if two or more cases and their matched controls all have identical values for their matching factors; then combing them into a single stratum produces an estimator with lower variance and no less validity

(5) as indicated by the slightly narrower confidence interval for the standard adjusted analysis (table 1) compared with the pair matched analysis (table 2). This particularly occurs because combining strata with identical values for the matching factors (eg, if two case-control pairs all concern women aged 55-59 years) may mean that fewer data are discarded (that is, do not contribute to the analysis) because of strata where the case and control have the same exposure status. Further gains in precision may be obtained if combining strata means that cases with no corresponding control (or controls without a corresponding case) can be included in the analysis. When such strata are combined, a conditional analysis may still be required if the resulting strata are still “small,” but an unconditional analysis will be valid and yield similar findings if the resulting strata are sufficiently large. This may often be the case when matching has only been performed on standard factors such as sex and age group.

The standard analysis may also enhance the clarity of the presentation, particularly when analysing subgroups of cases and controls selected for variables on which they were not matched, since it involves standard 2×2 tables for each subgroup.

A further advantage of the standard analysis is that it makes it easier to combine different datasets that have involved matching on different factors (eg, if some have matched for age, some for age and sex, and some for nothing, then all can be combined in an analysis adjusting for age, sex, and study centre). In contrast, one multicentre study (of which I happened to be a coauthor) attempted to (unnecessarily) perform a matched analysis across centres. Because not all centres had used pair matching, this involved retrospective pair matching in those centres that had not matched as part of the study design. This resulted in the unnecessary discarding of the unmatched controls, thus resulting in a likely loss of precision.

Conclusions

If matching is carried out on a particular factor such as age in a case-control study, then controlling for it in the analysis must be considered. This control should involve just as much precision as was used in the original matching (eg, if exact age in years was used in the matching, then exact age in years should be controlled for in the analysis), although in practice such rigorous precision may not always be required (eg, five year age groups may suffice to control confounding by age, even if age matching was done more precisely than this). In some circumstances, this control may make no difference to the main exposure effect estimate—eg, if the matching factor is unrelated to exposure. However, if there is an association between the matching factor and the exposure, then matching will introduce confounding that needs to be controlled for in the analysis.

So when is a pair matched analysis required? The answer is, when the matching was genuinely at (or close to) the individual level. For example, if siblings have been chosen as controls, then each stratum would have just one case and the sibling control; in this situation, an unconditional logistic regression analysis would suffer from problems of sparse data, and conditional logistic regression would be required. Similar situations might arise if controls were neighbours or from the same general practice (if each general practice only had one or a few cases), or if matching was performed on many factors simultaneously so that most strata (in the standard analysis) had just one case and one control.

Provided, however, that there are no problems of sparse data, such control for the matching factors can be obtained using an unconditional analysis, with no loss of validity and a possible increase in precision.

Thus, a matched design will (nearly always) require controlling for the matching factors in the analysis. It is not the case, however, that a matched design requires a matched analysis.
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